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                                                    Video – Islam (part 2) 

 

 

 

1.)  Both ideas and ________________ went back and forth over incredible distances. 

 

2.)  In only two centuries Islam had extended its reach from _______________ all the 

       way to the edge of ___________________. 

 

3.)  It took nearly ___________________ to travel from one end of the Arab Empire to 

       the other. 

 

4.)  From the eighth century on, Baghdad was the center of ____________________ in  

       the Islamic world . . . the best thinkers, the best philosophers, the best ___________. 

 

5.)  The finest minds were welcomed at a center of scholarship, Baghdad’s renowned  

      __________________________________. 

 

6.)  Scholars came from all over the empire. . . some were Christian, some were  

      _________________, some were Jews. 

 

7.)  Scholars were dispatched across the empire to locate as many ancient  

     _________________ as possible. 

 

8.)  From the Hindu came _________________________ concepts that guide us today. 

 

9.)  The Renaissance had its beginnings in _______________________. 

 

10.)  Arabic emerges as the language of _____________________ throughout the region. 

 

11.)  Algebra and Trigonometry, Engineering and ______________________, . . . trace  

        their roots to Islamic scientist. 

 

12.)  Their studies of anatomy were so sophisticated that they remained in use by Muslim  

        and European physicians for _______________ years. 

 

13.)  Around the year 700-750, when Muslim armies reached Central Asia they  

        encountered _____________________ for the first time. 

 

14.)  What they saw was shocking.  Most of ____________________ at that time  

        languished in poverty and squalor. 

 

 



15.)  For 200 years Christian holy places in Jerusalem had been respected and protected  

        by Muslim rulers.  Al-Hakim broke that tradition.   He ordered the holiest church in  

        Christendom  ____________________. 

 

16.)  In Europe, anti-Muslim sentiment simmered.  By ____________ it reached the  

         boiling point. 

 

17.)  History is haunted by days of horror, few are darker than July 15, 1099, when the  

       _______________________ entered Jerusalem. 

 

18.)  Of the 100, 000 men who began the campaign, most returned to Europe . . . 

       occupying Jerusalem and the countryside fell to the ______ thousand who remained. 

 

19.)  The economic backbone of Islam’s expanding wealth was ___________________. 

 

20.)  In 1187, Saladin amassed an army of 12,000 mounted warriors and lured the  

      Crusaders out of ____________________ onto a plain between two hills. 

 

21.)  Saladin decreed that Christians who wished to could leave the city.  Those who 

        chose to stay would be allowed to ________________ freely. 

 

22.)  On February 10, 1258, the Mongols took ___________________. 

 

23.)  Within less than 50 years, the Mongols seized the heart of the Islamic empire 

         from the  ____________________. 

 

24.)  Within a decade the Mongols had gone from building towers of human heads to  

         building ___________________ glorifying God. 

 

 

 

 

 


